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Ethiopian Coffee cermony at the "Passport DC"event
Embassy observed Passport DC Event
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World Embassy Tour, was held at Ethiopian Embassy in

hub. The festival offered a unique opportunity to
showcase

Ethiopian

rich

traditional

and

cultural

peculiarities to the visitors who enjoyed the colorful
display of Ethiopian coffee ceremony, classic Ethiopian
cuisine

and

beverages.

Nation

and

nationalities

traditional music and dances as well as arts displayed
also gave the occasion an aura of festivity.
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The open house program was made lively with the
availability by vendors of Ethiopian made Apparel
Products, Traditional Costumes, Spices, Coffee Beans,
Souvenirs, Artifacts & Hand woven bags designed by
local Ethiopian seamstress, Ethiopian music (CDs and
DVDs), Children's books and other tools of learning and
delicious

Ethiopian

cookies

and

pastries.

Ancient

Ethiopian recorded album held the breaths of many
guests and at times took them to reflective moment of
their lives that passed through the passage of time.

The visitors who have been more than double in
number since the program was launched seven years
ago were entertained with other activities, including
visit to pictorial Art, historical exhibition and on screen
displays depicting the rich and diverse historical,
cultural,

wildlife,

Ethiopia

with

and

friendly

environmental

heritage

of

people and the country's

changing image into a booming 21st century nation.
It is possible to say that such an occasion has become
superb opportunity to introduce the cultural treasure
of Ethiopia to thousands of Americans and other
nationalities that wonder about peoples whom they
know in remote and consider only poor. Some of the
activities of the whole day celebration demonstrated
the fact that Ethiopia is a country with a wealth of
cultural milieu and exotic fauna and flora, among other
things.
More than Seventy Embassies and dozens of cultural
institutions in the Washington Metro Area participate
in the “Around the World Embassy Tour" every year.
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First Lady’s visit in the United States

H.E. Roman Tesfaye, the First Lady of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, has expressed her
firm conviction in empowering women to bring about
meaningful social transformation in Ethiopia. The First
Lady made these remarks during her visit to Texas
Children's Hospital where she also emphasized the
critical role of women in enduring quality Education,
cancer prevention & control, nutrition and ending
HIV/AIDS in the country. Texas Children's Hospital and
Baylor

College

of

Medicine

has

implemented

a

successful pediatric care capacity building program at
Gondar University. It is expected that this cooperation
in child health protection will be culminated with the
complete handover of future pediatric care capacity
building activities to Ethiopian trainees of the program.
After holding round table discussions with members of
the Group, the First Lady made campus tour and visited
the Gynecologic Oncology and Breast cancer centers,
MD Anderson Children’s Hospital and MD Anderson
Operation Rooms which are known for making use of
cutting edge technologies
It is to be recalled that in February 2016, the Ethiopian
Ministry of Health and UT MD Anderson Cancer Center
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) so as
to collaborate and work together to improve Children’s
Pictures from the Event

health.
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The celebration marked the time - tested resilience and
gallant victory of Ethiopians against Fascist Italy. The
patriots five years (1936 – 1941) unyielding struggle and
their subsequent victory galvanized peoples across the
world to win their independence from the then colonial
powers.
During the commemoration ceremony, President Dr.
Mulatu Teshome said that the Day is a great national

.
H.E. Roman Tesfaye visiting MD Anderson Children’s Hospital

More specifically, the primary goal of the MOU is to
create a mutual understanding between the two parties
and establish a framework with the view to improve the
lives of Children. The MOU will also serve as the basis
for a mutually beneficial relationship between the
Parties

in

exchanges,

developing
oncology

training

courses

programs,

and

faculty

development

of

collaborative research projects to advance further

day that Ethiopians celebrate with pride. The President
also noted that the patriots five years struggle was not
only a victory that successfully safeguarded sovereignty
of the country but also an inspiring victory to other
black peoples who were under colonial bondage for
years. The President, however, stressed the well-timed
urgency of today by saying that this generation should
repeat the victory in defeating poverty which is the
prime enemy of Ethiopia and its peoples.

research on cancer and improving its treatment.

In addition to demonstrating the unity of Ethiopian

During her stay in Houston, the First Lady also met with

patriots, the victory could be a source of strength for the

members of the Ethiopian Diaspora living in the City.

present generation, said President of the Ethiopian

Comprehensive briefing was given by the First Lady,

Patriots’ Association, Lij Daniel Jote Mesfin. Lij Daniel

which among others highlighted the five priority areas:

also urged the youth to make a new history by

Women Economic Empowerment, Quality of Education,
Cancer Prevention and Control, Nutrition and ending

eradicating poverty.

HIV/Aids that the First Lady’s Office identified and
currently implementing. Then the First Lady visited the
Dallas based National Breast Cancer Foundation.

Victory Day celebrated colorfully
The 75th Anniversary of Ethiopian Patriots victory Day,
which marked the decisive triumph of freedom loving
people

against

a

colonial

power

was

colorfully

celebrated on 5 May, 2016 in Addis Ababa in the
presence of senior government officials, members of the
diplomatic community and city residents.
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Diaspora members Expressed Readiness to
play a part in Investment
Amharas residing in various states and cities across
the United States have expressed their determination
and readiness to engage
ventures in
primarily
thereby

Amhara Regional State

help

opportunity

in different investment

themselves

and

in order to

create

a

viable

of employment for fellow compatriots

spur

economic

growth

and

social

transformation in Ethiopia.
During the meetings, organized by the Ethiopian
Embassy in Washington DC, that took place in Denver,
Atlanta and Dallas with officials of the Amhara
National

Regional

unequivocally

State,

expressed

the

Diaspora

their

members

tenacity

and

promptness to be partner in the development efforts
of their home country which is of critical importance
to the people residing there. The Amhara National
Regional State and the Amhara National Democratic
Movement / ANDM / officials explained the ongoing
efforts undertaken by the Regional Administration
and the Federal Government to improve the lives of
millions people who are still striving to set free from
poverty. The succeful socio – economic achievements
that transformed the Regional State were of interest to
the participants of the meetings. After the briefings by

Pictures from Denver

the officials, the floors were opened for questions and
answers sessions in which the Diaspora members
actively participated and the officials responded.
During the briefings by the officials it was announced
that the Diaspora Day of the year 2016 will be
celebrated in Bahir-dar City for which all necessary
preparations are being undertaken at both Federal
and Regional levels.
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PVH to Kick Off Production in Ethiopia
US clothing giant PVH Corporation, owner of Tommy
Hilfiger and

Calvin Klein

brands,

will

commence

manufacturing of garments in Ethiopia, Hawassa, this
summer,
Fassile Tadesse, president of the Ethiopian Textile and
Garment Manufacturers Association said that PVH has
been interested for a long time in setting up a
manufacturing plant in Ethiopia and production is
pictures from Dallas

expected to begin next July or August. PVH is also
planning to establish an Ethiopian clothing sourcing
network with well established suppliers in the country,
Fassile added. Similarly, Dana Perlman, spokesperson
for PVH, confirmed that in addition to launching
garments factory, PVH expects to increase purchases of
assets

in Ethiopia

as

production in the

country

increases.
The Government of Ethiopia is also in negotiations with
other clothing producers, including Ralph Lauren and
VF Corporation to invest in Ethiopia’s clothing and
textile sector, and begin sourcing from its apparel
suppliers.
The newly built Hawassa industrial park is due to start
in June and will provide 37 factory units on a 300hecatrs plot of land to apparel and garment producers.

Pictures from Atlanta
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Connect with us:

https://www.twitter.com/ethembassyUS
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